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Abstract: It is secure for customers to store and share their sensitive data in the cryptographic cloud storage.
However, the revocation operation is a sure performance killer in the cryptographic access control system. To
optimize the revocation procedure, we present a new eﬃcient revocation scheme which is eﬃcient, secure, and
unassisted. In this scheme, the original data are ﬁrst divided into a number of slices, and then published to the cloud
storage. When a revocation occurs, the data owner needs only to retrieve one slice, and re-encrypt and re-publish
it. Thus, the revocation process is accelerated by aﬀecting only one slice instead of the whole data. We have applied
the eﬃcient revocation scheme to the ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) based cryptographic
cloud storage. The security analysis shows that our scheme is computationally secure. The theoretically evaluated
and experimentally measured performance results show that the eﬃcient revocation scheme can reduce the data
owner’s workload if the revocation occurs frequently.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, there is an emerging trend that increasingly more customers are beginning to use the
public cloud storage for online data storing and sharing. However, these data applications in cloud storage are obstructed by some security issues, such as
data conﬁdentiality and information leakage. Once
the users publish their private data to the public
cloud storage, they lose the direct control of their
data and have to trust the cloud storage service
provider (CSP) reluctantly. Unfortunately, the CSP
is usually ‘untrusted’ and the users’ data may be
compromised. To protect their sensitive data, customers need to encrypt the data before sending to the
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cloud storage, and then enforce the self-reliant authorization by building a cryptographic access control
system.
Kamara and Lauter (2010) proposed such a secure cloud storage architecture called cryptographic
cloud storage. The main idea of this architecture
is that the data owner (DO) encrypts the sensitive
data before publishing them to the cloud storage,
and then distributes the secret keys to all authorized
data users (DUs). In the cryptographic cloud storage, the data conﬁdentiality protection and access
control enforcement are achieved through the following ways: (1) DO encrypts a ﬁle F with a randomly
chosen symmetric key k and sends the ciphertext
Ek (F ) to the cloud storage; (2) If a DU wants to
access F , he/she ﬁrst sends the request to DO, then
DO replies the k and access credential via a secure
channel; (3) DU retrieves Ek (F ) from the cloud storage by the credential and then uses k to decrypt it.
This scheme can protect the data conﬁdentiality and
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strengthen the access control in a way in which neither unauthorized users nor the untrusted CSP could
obtain the plaintext.
However, the cryptographic cloud storage still
has some shortcomings in its performance. Firstly,
it is ineﬃcient for DO to distribute the symmetric
keys one by one, especially when there are a large
number of ﬁles shared online. Secondly, the access
policy revocation is expensive, because DO has to
retrieve the data, and re-encrypt and re-publish it.
The ﬁrst problem can be resolved by using a promising public key algorithm named ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) (Bethencourt
et al., 2007). In a CP-ABE based access control system, each DU is assigned with a set of attributes S,
and the symmetric key k is encrypted with a certain
monotonic access structure T , and then the ciphertext ET (k) is published along with Ek (F ). A DU will
be able to decrypt ET (k) and ﬁnally obtain F if and
only if its attributes set S satisﬁes T . Thus, DO can
distribute k by specifying the access policy instead
of sending it one by one. The second shortcoming is
regarded as the main challenge of our work.
The main challenge of our work is how to improve the performance of revoking authorized users’
permissions. Suppose that a DU with the attributes
set S is granted an access to the ﬁle F , which means
that F is encrypted with k and k is encrypted with
an access structure T (S satisﬁes T ). If the DU’s
access to F is revoked, access to the key k may have
already been gained. Thus, the secure and complete
revocation procedure (named ‘complete revocation’)
needs to be carried out as follows: ﬁrstly, DO retrieves the ciphertext and decrypts it to obtain F ;
secondly, DO chooses another random key k  and
produces a new ciphertext Ek (F ); then, DO computes the new access structure T  (S does not satisfy
T  ) and produces the new ciphertext ET  (k  ); ﬁnally,
DO publishes Ek (F ) and ET  (k  ) to the cloud storage and deletes Ek (F ) and ET (k). Obviously, the
complete revocation will consume a lot of bandwidth
and computing resources.
We consider a data storage and delivery system
(such as the digital library) as the motivating application. In such a system, the owner publishes the digital resources once. Diﬀerent subscribers are granted
to access the digital resources to which they have
already subscribed. Since the subscription relationship changes dynamically, the owner has to update
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the access policies opportunely. Therefore, the revocation operation will be a sure performance killer.
Furthermore, revocation operations will increase customers’ economic costs since many commercial cloud
storage services (e.g., Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (Amazon, 2012)) charge the data transfer under
‘pay-per-use’ terms.
The cost of the revocation process includes two
main aspects. On the one hand, the symmetric key k
needs to be updated to k  ; i.e., DO will replace ET (k)
with ET  (k  ). On the other hand, DO needs to reencrypt the ﬁle F . To date, there have already been a
number of revocation algorithms that can re-encrypt
the data by a proxy. However, these algorithms are
ineﬃcient, and are usually used for re-encrypting the
keys. How to re-encrypt the ﬁle F (which may be of
huge size) eﬃciently remains a problem which we try
to resolve in this study.
At a high level, our eﬃcient revocation model is
a compromise between the complete and the ‘lazy’
revocation (Backes et al., 2005) schemes. In a lazy
revocation scheme, the data re-encryption caused by
a revocation will not be executed until the data have
been modiﬁed for the ﬁrst time after the revocation (see Section 2 for more details). From a simple
view, the complete revocation model carries out all
related operations immediately; in contrast, the lazy
one postpones as many operations as possible until
the data are updated. Our scheme enforces the new
policy immediately similar to what the complete revocation does, but it consumes only a little extra
bandwidth and a few extra computing resources.
At a technical level, the main idea of our scheme
is to perform the revocation operation on a small
part of the aﬀected data instead of the entire data.
This objective is attained though the following steps.
Firstly, the sensitive data F are encrypted with a
symmetric key k and split into n slices via an (n, n)
secret sharing scheme (Shamir, 1979), and these
slices are published to cloud storage. Secondly, k
is distributed to the authorized users via the CPABE based access control system. Finally, if F is
aﬀected by the revocation, we retrieve only one slice
of F , and re-encrypt and re-publish it.
Our main contribution lies in that we can reduce
the costs of revocation without harming the original
security or requiring CSP’s assistance. Compared
with related works, our scheme has the following
advantages:
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1. It does not require the CSP be trusted.
2. It requires only a little extra storage.
3. It is computationally secure as the key-based
encryption algorithm.
However, our scheme will increase the cost of
data publication and retrieval. The data publication
is performed by DO, so DO will beneﬁt from this
scheme if the revocation operation occurs frequently.
Furthermore, DU will takes up more time in the data
retrieval process. This is an acceptable sacriﬁce because DU is spreading in the Internet and he/she can
bear some additional latency.

2 Related works
2.1 Revocation schemes
In a ﬁne-grained cryptographic access control
system, the ﬂexibility of the access policies is mainly
restricted by the performance of the revocation solution. The simplest model for reducing the revocation’s consumption is named the lazy revocation
scheme (Backes et al., 2005). The main idea of
this scheme is to postpone the data retrieval, reencryption, and re-publication operations until the
data are updated. For instance, suppose that a DU
is revoked to access the ﬁle F . DO will record this
change in local storage instead of executing immediately. The expired ciphertexts Ek (F ) and ET (k)
in cloud storage will be updated to Ek (F  ) and
ET  (k  ), respectively, when F is modiﬁed to F  . Lazy
revocation is suitable for some unstrict situations
where the ﬁles are allowed to remain encrypted with
old keys and revocation operations take place occasionally (Blanchet and Chaudhuri, 2008; Kumbhare
et al., 2011). However, lazy revocation just evades
the revocation problem, which cannot support the
secure policies enforcing.
In most actual cases, the new access policy needs
to be enforced immediately after a revocation takes
place. To support eﬃcient but secure revocation,
some researchers proposed key revocation (Yu et al.,
2010b; Jahid et al., 2011; Xu and Martin, 2012),
proxy re-encryption (Liang et al., 2009; Libert and
Vergnaud, 2011), and over-encryption (di Vimercati
et al., 2007) schemes. These schemes are running securely under the assumption that there is an ‘honestbut-curious’ (Samarati and di Vimercati, 2010) third
party (such as the CSP or the proxy). An honest-
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but-curious entity means that it will operate DO’s
commands honestly, but it still has the curiosity to
read the content. In other words, the entity will
strictly perform data storing, transferring, deleting,
and encrypting operations, but it may disclose the
content (both ciphertext and plaintext) in its view.
Key revocation, also named attribute revocation, is accompanied by CP-ABE. This issue is ﬁrst
addressed by adding an expiration date to users’ attributes (Bethencourt et al., 2007). This solution
disables a user’s secret key at a designated time, but
cannot revoke the key. Yu et al. (2010b) proposed
the ﬁrst formal key revocation solution, where the
re-encryption is performed by a proxy. The key revocation algorithm resides in an asymmetric algorithm,
so it is too ineﬃcient to be operated on the large-size
data. Therefore, the key revocation scheme is suitable only for re-encrypting short message and keys.
Jahid et al. (2011) adopted this scheme in online
social networks and Xu and Martin (2012) employed
it for revoking users in cloud storage.
Proxy re-encryption means that the ciphertext
can be re-encrypted from one key to another by a
proxy without leaking the plaintext. This concept
was ﬁrst introduced by Blaze et al. (1998). In
this scheme, a proxy is given a re-key, allowing it to
translate the data F encrypted under diﬀerent public keys bi-directionally. Libert and Vergnaud (2011)
proposed the ﬁrst unidirectional proxy re-encryption
scheme satisfying chosen-ciphertext security in the
standard model. The development of the proxy reencryption scheme promotes its applications in access control systems (Xu et al., 2012). However, the
proxy re-encryption scheme is ineﬃcient for processing large data. Usually, it is used for re-encrypting
the symmetric key in the cryptographic cloud storage
(Yu et al., 2010a).
In an over-encryption system, the data are encrypted by two layers: they are ﬁrstly encrypted by
the base encryption layer for providing initial protection, and then encrypted by the surface encryption layer to reﬂect policy modiﬁcations (di Vimercati et al., 2007). The ﬁrst encryption layer is performed by DO, and the second encryption layer is
performed by CSP over the already encrypted data
to enforce the access policy changes. After a revocation is raised, DO will not retrieve the aﬀected
data or re-encrypt them. Instead, a key and a command are sent to CSP, and then CSP will encrypt
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the ciphertext with k  according to the command.
Using over-encryption can reduce the revocation’s
overhead. However, it is not secure in the face of collusion attacks (Foresti, 2010). For example, if CSP
reveals the key k  to the revoked users, they will still
be able to access the data. What is more, the assumption that there is an honest CSP may not hold
in the actual systems.
There are also some data revocation schemes
which can revoke users’ access policies forever.
Lewko et al. (2010) discussed how to implement
revocation systems with very small private keys. Its
techniques can be used to realize attribute-based encryption systems for improving performance. Geambasu et al. (2009) and Tang et al. (2012) discussed
how to achieve data revocation via assured deletion.
2.2 CP-ABE algorithm
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is derived
from identity-based encryption (IBE) (Boneh et al.,
2005), where IBE can be viewed as a special case
of ABE. Sahai and Waters (2005) introduced fuzzy
identity-based encryption as a primitive work of
ABE. Later, the ABE systems were divided into keypolicy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) and
CP-ABE by Goyal et al. (2006). In KP-ABE systems, an encrypted ciphertext is associated with a
set of attributes, and the user’s private key represents the access structure. Contrary to KP-ABE, in
CP-ABE systems, the user’s private key is associated
with attributes and an encrypted ciphertext will reﬂect the access policy. In KP-ABE and CP-ABE
systems, a user will be able to decrypt the ciphertext
if and only if the attributes set satisﬁes the access
policy.
In the CP-ABE algorithm, the access policy is
determined by DO, so it is suitable for access control
applications. The CP-ABE scheme consists of four
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms as follows:
1. Setup(λ): This is a randomized algorithm
that takes the security parameter λ as input. It
outputs the public parameter PK and a secret master
key MK.
2. Encrypt(PK, M , A): This algorithm takes
the public parameter PK, a message M , and an access structure A over the universe of attributes as
input. The encrypting procedure produces a ciphertext CT such that only a user’s own set of attributes
that satisfy A will be able to decrypt the message.
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We will assume that the ciphertext implicitly contains access policy A.
3. KeyGen(MK, S): This algorithm takes as
input the master key MK and a set of attributes S.
It outputs a private key SK described by S.
4. Decrypt(PK, CT, SK): This algorithm takes
as input the public parameters PK, a ciphertext CT,
and a private key SK. If the attributes set contained
in SK satisﬁes the access policy A in CT, this algorithm will decrypt CT and return a message M .
2.3 Secret sharing schemes
Secret sharing schemes (SSSs) (Shamir, 1979),
also named (k, n) threshold schemes, can split a ﬁle
F into n distinct shares, and a user must retrieve at
least k of n shares to reconstruct the ﬁle. An attacker
with t (t < n) shares will get any information about
F . Diﬀerent from key-based encrypting schemes,
SSS provides data secrecy without requiring keys updating in long-term storage. To date, many storage
systems have used SSS for data secrecy protecting,
such as CleverSafe (Resch and Plank, 2011).
In this study, we will focus on a special case
of the (k, n) threshold scheme where k = n. We
can obtain an (n, n) threshold scheme from (k, n)
ones by simply letting k = n. Also, we can build
the (n, n) threshold scheme directly. For instance,
an element D can be shared via the following simple scheme (Storer et al., 2007): we ﬁrst generate random elements X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn−1 , where the
size of Xi is equal to that of D; then we set
Xn = X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn−1 ⊕ D and publish n
shares X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn . Suppose that the size of D is
b bytes. This simple scheme will consume nb bytes,
which is equal to that of Shamir (1979). Some (k, n)
schemes consume less extra storage; for example, Rabin (1989)’s scheme requires only nb/k bytes, but its
security is far less than Shamir (1979)’s (which is
information theoretic security).
Similar to the (n, n) threshold scheme, there
is an interesting encrypting scheme named all-ornothing transform (AONT) proposed by Rivest
(1997). The AONT scheme can be viewed as an
(n + 1, n + 1) threshold scheme, which encodes an
original ﬁle F into n+1 shares. In the AONT scheme,
one must decrypt the entire ciphertext before one can
determine even one message block. Therefore, unless
an attacker can obtain n + 1 shares or guess the key
correctly, he/she cannot get any information about
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F . Furthermore, AONT’s performance of encoding
operation is only O(n), which is faster than other
schemes. This is why AONT has been widely used
in data secrecy applications.

3 Revocation optimization
3.1 CP-ABE
control

based

cryptographic

access

To describe the eﬃcient revocation scheme more
clearly, we will take the CP-ABE based cryptographic cloud storage as a concrete platform. Notice that our discussion is limited in this paper. In
fact, the eﬃcient revocation scheme can be applied
to other cryptographic access control models.
Fig. 1 shows the outline of the CP-ABE based
cryptographic access control model. There are three
participants in this model: the data owner, the data
user, and the cloud storage. In some realistic systems, the Setup and KeyGen procedures are implemented as an independent third party to reduce DO’s
workload. In this study, we assume that DO takes
control of the whole system, which means DO will
start up the system, generate the private keys, and
manage all the data and keys.
Decrypt F

1. Setup: MK, PK
2. SK = KeyGen(MK, S)
3.
ET'(k) = Encrypt(PK, k, T)
Ek(F) = SymEnc(F, k)
T:

SK
secure
channel

No
Yes

OR
sysadmin

AND

Ek(F)
+

E'T(k)
it_engineer
DO

S satisfies T ?

doctor
Cloud storage

End

4.
k = Decrypt(ET'(k), SK)
F = SymDec(Ek(F), k)
S: {sysadmin, Tom,
master, it_engineer}
DU

Fig. 1 CP-ABE based access control model in cryptographic cloud storage

The general steps of CP-ABE based access control is presented as follows:
1. DO runs the Setup algorithm and generates
the public parameter PK and a secret master key
MK.
2. DO runs the KeyGen algorithm and creates
each DU’s private key SK. This operation embeds
DU’s attributes set S into SK. DO then sends SK to
DU via a secure channel.
3. DO runs the Encrypt algorithm to encrypt a
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random key k and produce the ciphertext ET (k).
The ciphertext implicitly contains access tree T .
Then, DO can use the key k to encrypt the corresponding data F via a symmetric encryption algorithm SymEnc. Finally, both the ciphertexts Ek (F )
and ET (k) are published to the cloud storage.
4. DU can perform the Decrypt algorithm if and
only if its attributes set S satisﬁes the access structure T . If S satisﬁes T , DU decrypts the ciphertext
ET (k) and obtains k. Then, DU can get the data F
via a symmetric decryption algorithm SymDec.
In the above description, we emphasize the fundamental process of the CP-ABE scheme, including
system startup, data publication, and data retrieval
procedures. The procedure of revocation is the same
as in the complete revocation scheme. Now, we begin to discuss how to optimize the performance for
the revocation procedure.
3.2 Revocation optimization model
As pointed out earlier, the eﬃcient revocation
scheme splits the original data F into a number of
slices. To simplify the presentation, we use dynamic
data to represent the special slice which is chosen for
re-encryption, and the rest of these slices are referred
to as static data. Fig. 2 outlines the model of the
revocation optimization. The process of CP-ABE
based access control has already been illustrated in
Section 3.1, so it is removed in this ﬁgure for emphasizing the revocation optimization model.
The revocation optimization model consists of
two stages: the data publication stage and the revocation operation stage. In the data publication
stage, DO ﬁrst splits the original data F into n slices
via a special (n, n) threshold scheme. Second, DO
selects a random slice as the dynamic data DF, and
binds the remaining slices together as the static data
SF. The dynamic data DF are then over encrypted
by a key-based encryption algorithm such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and the key k
is encrypted by the CP-ABE algorithm. Both the
ciphertexts Ek (DF) and ET (k) will be published to
the cloud storage. Finally, the static data are published to the cloud storage directly without extra
encryption.
The second stage explains how to improve the
performance of the revocation procedure. When a
revocation takes place, it will be handled in the following steps: ﬁrstly, DO retrieves Ek (DF) and ET (k)
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Fig. 2 Revocation optimization model
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According to the revocation optimization
model, the eﬃcient revocation scheme is designed
and implemented in the CP-ABE based crypto-
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3.3 Eﬃcient revocation scheme

graphic cloud storage. This scheme is described by
a series of algorithms, including data splitting, data
publishing, data retrieving, permission granting, and
permission revoking.
The data splitting algorithm employed in this
scheme is an enriched Robin (1989)’s information
dispersal algorithm (IDA). We will use a special case
of the original IDA where m = n. The core of this
IDA is a matrix-vector product (Fig. 3). The original data F are broken into n blocks with the same
length. A generator matrix G is created with n rows
and n columns. The matrix G is multiplied by the
n-element vector F to yield an n-element vector S.
Each element of S is a result slice. The data F can
be reconstructed by multiplying S with the inverted
matrix G−1 . More details about the dispersal algorithm can be found in Rabin (1989) and Resch and
Plank (2011).

Ă

from the cloud storage and decrypts them to obtain
DF; secondly, DO chooses another random key k 
and encrypts DF with k  , and then encrypts k  by
the CP-ABE algorithm; ﬁnally, the new ciphertexts
Ek (DF) and ET  (k  ) are published to the cloud storage for replacing the expired ones. During the whole
process, the static data are not aﬀected by the revocation operation.
The revocation optimization model performs
the revocation operation only on the dynamic data
instead of the entire data, so its overhead will be
about 1/n of the complete scheme’s. However, the
(n, n) threshold scheme usually consumes more time
and CPU resources than the symmetric encryption algorithm, and thus this model will increase
the overhead of data publication. Intuitively, this
model is very beneﬁcial when the revocation occurs
frequently.
In the above model, all the revocation operations are performed on the same slice after it is selected as the dynamic data. This restriction may
lead to a security issue: if an authorized DU stores
a copy of the dynamic data in its local storage, then
the DO will be unable to revoke this DU’s permission. To address this problem, DO needs to select a
slice randomly as the dynamic data for every revocation (The case for which the entire data are copied
by the DU to its local storage is not considered in
this paper, because there is no valid scheme that can
revoke DU’s permission to access its local ﬁles).

Ă

gn,n

fn

sn

G
Generator matrix

F
Data

S
Slices

Fig. 3
Core of an (n, n) information dispersal
algorithm

In the data splitting algorithm, the original data
F are ﬁrst processed by a variant of the AONT
scheme, and then the result data are split into n
slices by the (n, n) IDA. Suppose that the original
data consist of t words, each of which has w bits in
length. Furthermore, there is a publicly known keybased encryption algorithm E in this scheme. The
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data splitting algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Data splitting algorithm
Input: the original data m1 , m2 , · · · , mt , the number of
slices n
Output: the key K1 , the shares s1 , s2 , · · · , sn
1: let mt+1 be the hash of the original data: mt+1 =
hash(m1 , m2 , · · · , mt );
2: choose a random key K temporarily for the keybased encryption algorithm E;
3: compute the shares c1 , c2 , · · · , ct , ct+1 by letting ci =
mi ⊕ EK (i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ t + 1;
4: compute the key K1 = K ⊕ h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ht+1 ,
where hi = hash(ci );
5: package c1 , c2 , · · · , ct , ct+1 together as input to an
(n, n) IDA;
6: run the (n, n) IDA and generate n shares
s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ;

This algorithm is served as a variant of the (n, n)
threshold scheme. The original data with t words are
encoded into t+ 1 words, where the word ct+1 is used
for checking the integrity of the reconstructed data.
Diﬀerent from AONT, the reconstruction procedure
requires not only all the words but also the key K1 .
The key K1 will be encrypted by a CP-ABE algorithm in the further process.
It is easy to reconstruct the data from
s1 , s2 , · · · , sn and K1 . This reconstruction algorithm
is presented as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Data reconstructing algorithm
Input: the key K1 , the shares s1 , s2 , · · · , sn
Output: the original data m1 , m2 , · · · , mt
1: take s1 , s2 , · · · , sn as input and run the (n, n) IDA
to reconstruct the packaged data;
2: un-package the IDA’s result to obtain t + 1 words:
c1 , c2 , · · · , ct , ct+1 ;
3: compute the key K = K1 ⊕ h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ht+1 ,
where hi = hash(ci );
4: compute the blocks m1 , m2 , · · · , mt , mt+1 by letting
mi = ci ⊕ EK (i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ t + 1;
5: let mt+1 be the hash of the other reconstructed data:
mt+1 = hash(m1 , m2 , · · · , mt );
6: if mt+1 is not equal to mt+1 then
7:
data reconstruction failure;
8: end if

After data splitting, the shares will be published
to the cloud storage. As discussed in the revocation
optimization model, the data publishing procedure
is described in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Data publishing algorithm
Input: the original data m1 , m2 , · · · , mt , the number of
slices n
Output: the publication data’s uniform resource locators URLs
1: run Algorithm 1 to split the original data into
s1 , s2 , · · · , sn , and obtain K1 ;
2: choose a random slice si , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
3: select a random key K2 for the key-based encryption
algorithm E;
4: compute EK2 (si );
5: compute ET (K1 + K2 ), where E  is a CP-ABE algorithm and T is the access structure;
6: publish ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ), and s1 , s2 , · · · , sn to
the cloud storage;
7: return the URLs of ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ), and
s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ;

Since the published data about F have already been encrypted, the uniform resource locators
(URLs) are no longer sensitive; thus, they can be
delivered though unsafe channels. Every DU may
be able to get the published data, but only the
authorized DU can decrypt the ciphertexts. The
procedure of retrieving the original data is presented
as Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Data retrieving algorithm
Input: DU’s private key SK, URLs
Output: the original data m1 , m2 , · · · , mt
1: obtain ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ), and s1 , s2 , · · · , sn by
the URLs;
2: if S does not satisfy T then
3:
failure and abort;
4: end if
5: decrypt ET (K1 + K2 ) to obtain K1 and K2 ;
6: decrypt EK2 (si ) to obtain si ;
7: take K1 , s1 , s2 , · · · , sn as input, and call Algorithm
2 to reconstruct the original data;

After the CP-ABE based cryptographic cloud
storage is started up, DO may need to modify the
access policy, such as granting a DU ui to access the
object oj , or revoking uj ’s permission to access oi .
The permission granting operation can be completed
simply by updating the ciphertext ET (K + K1 ).
Thus, DO needs only to re-encrypt K and K1 with
the new access structure T  and re-publish the new
ciphertext.
The permission revoking procedure is more complicated, and it is presented as Algorithm 5. In
the revocation algorithm, DO will choose a random
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slice as the dynamic data for each revocation operation. Therefore, caching the dynamic data in its local
storage cannot enable a DU to attack the system.
Algorithm 5 Revocation algorithm
Input: F ’s new access policy T  , URLs
1: retrieve ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ) by the URLs;
2: decrypt ET (K1 + K2 ) to obtain K1 and K2 ;
3: decrypt EK2 (si ) to obtain si ;
4: select a random key K temporarily for the key-based
encryption algorithm E;
5: let K2 = K and compute ET  (K1 + K2 );
6: select a random index from [1, 2, · · · , n];
7: if i = j then
8:
retrieve the share sj by the URLs;
9:
compute EK2 (sj );
10:
replace ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ), sj in cloud with
ET  (K1 + K2 ), si , EK2 (sj ) respectively;
11: else
12:
compute EK2 (si );
13:
replace ET (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ) in cloud with
ET  (K1 + K2 ), EK2 (si ) respectively;
14: end if

3.4 Security analysis
In Section 3.3, we have described the eﬃcient
revocation scheme by a series of algorithms, and
now we begin to analyze its security. The ciphertext ET (K1 + K2 ) is produced by the CP-ABE algorithm, and it is provable security under the decisional bilinear Diﬃe-Hellman assumptions (Waters,
2011). The ciphertexts s1 , s2 , · · · , sn are produced
by the AONT scheme and the attacker cannot get
any useful information from them without si ; therefore, they are computationally secure. The ciphertext EK2 (si ) stored in the cloud storage has already
been encrypted twice: AONT encryption (AONE)
and IDA encryption (IDAE).
In the AONE stage, the data are encrypted by a
variant of the AONT scheme, and the key K1 is encrypted by a CP-ABE algorithm later. No one is able
to decode the result of AONE without K1 . However,
if an attacker owns K1 and the shares s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ,
then the attacker can easily obtain the original data
via Algorithm 2. The diﬃculty of ﬁguring out K1 ’s
value is determined by the AONT and CP-ABE algorithms. Fortunately, the two encoding functions
both guarantee that enumeration is the only way to
discover the value of K1 . An attacker must test up
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to 2w (w is the bit length of K1 ) potential values of
K1 to discover its real value, and thus the AONE is
computationally secure.
In the IDAE stage, the result data of AONE are
broken into n slices, and then one of these slices is encrypted by a key-based encryption algorithm (such
as AES). The key K2 is also encrypted by the CPABE algorithm later. If an attacker wants to decode
the ciphertext, all the shares s1 , s2 , · · · , sn will have
to be obtained. Thus, the attacker needs to estimate
the key K2 or the dynamic data si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) directly. Due to the security of the IDA and key-based
encryption algorithm, the attacker has to enumerate
all potential values of K2 or si . The complexities of
these attacks are 2w1 and 2w2 , where w1 and w2 are
the bit lengths of K2 and si , respectively. Therefore,
the IDAE is also computationally secure.
From the above analysis, we know that all the
ciphertexts in the cloud storage are at least computationally secure. Now, we discuss two types of
attackers in the CP-ABE based cryptographic cloud
storage. One is the untrusted CSP who may leak
customers’ content actively or passively. The other
is the non-authorized or revoked DU who wants to
access the unauthorized data.
Conservatively, CSP is assumed to own the ability of storing all data indeﬁnitely. In other words,
CSP has the ability to keep the data for an inﬁnite
time after it is published to the cloud storage. In the
data publishing procedure, F has been encrypted by
AONE and IDAE (actually we perform only both
AONE and IDAE on dynamic data, but it can be
regarded as complete data encryption). Thus, the
servers have the locked view of F , which means CSP
cannot obtain any useful information about F . If a
revocation occurs and DO re-encrypted sj instead of
si where i = j, CSP will have an aone_locked view
of F . CSP has already obtained sj before the revocation, and now si is obtained as well. The result is that
CSP can perform the (n, n) IDA to reconstruct the
data (that is, the output of AONE) without knowing
K2 . Fig. 4 shows the possible views of CSP and the
transform from locked view to aone_locked one.
We assume that DU will keep the keys (e.g., K1
and K2 ) in its local memory after it obtains them.
Fig. 5 illustrates DU’s possible views of F . If a DU,
u, is granted to access F , u will be able to obtain
K1 and K2 . Thus, u’s view of F will transform from
locked to open. Once DO revokes u’s permission to
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access F by updating the dynamic data, u still keeps
the key K1 . Thus, u will move from open view to
idae_locked view. Consequently, u is still able to
reach the open view if it is granted access to F in the
future.
IDAE

IDAE

AONE
F

AONE
Revoke

locked

F

aone_locked

Fig. 4 CSP’s possible views of data F

IDAE

IDAE

AONE
F

locked

AONE
Grant

F

open
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shares instead of only one share. For example, supposing that the size of F is 100 MB and the size of
the dynamic data is 10 MB, the attacker will cache
10 MB data for guessing the correctly dynamic data.
If n = 10 and DO encodes one share, the attacker’s
success probability is 1/C110 = 1/10. If n = 20 and
DO encrypts two shares, the attacker has to cache
two shares for guessing the right dynamic data, so the
success probability is 1/C220 = 1/190. Furthermore,
the caching attack could be ignored in practical systems. This is because once the revoked DU has the
ability to store some shares, it will also be able to
keep the original data F (or part of them) in local
storage directly.

IDAE
AONE

Revoke

F

Grant

idae_locked

Fig. 5 DU’s possible views of data F

From the above analysis, we know that neither
CSP nor unauthorized or revoked DU can read the
data F . The eﬃcient revocation scheme is computationally secure.
However, if we relax the restriction of CSP and
DU, there are still two types of threats that may
disclose F . One is the collusion attack that CSP
and revoked DU combine their knowledge to access
F . Another is the caching attack, which means the
revoked DU stores a set of shares in its local storage
for guessing the possible dynamic data.
The collusion attack is practicable. This is because, if the attacker combines CSP’s aone_locked
view and the revoked DU’s idae_locked view, there
is the possibility of reaching the open view, and thus
to F . Generally speaking, no revocation scheme can
resist such a collusion attack, unless DO re-encrypts
the whole data and deletes the old version in the
cloud storage completely. Thus, the eﬃcient revocation scheme has already reached the approximate
maximum security in front of this collusion attack.
The caching attack is performed by the revoked
DU. If the revoked DU keeps m (0 ≤ m < n) shares
in its local storage, it will have the m/n probability
to break up the IDAE. This attack cannot be resisted unless DO re-encrypts the whole data F with
a new K1 . However, the attacker’s advantage can
be reduced by increasing n and encrypting a set of

4 Performance evaluation
4.1 Theoretical analysis
We evaluate the theoretical performance of the
eﬃcient revocation scheme via mathematical methods. The symbols used in our analysis are listed in
Table 1. For some of these variables, we give the
assumed values.
Table 1 Symbols used in performance evaluation
Symbol
n
w
wk
N
B

Assumed
value
8
32
10

Eaes

100

Daes

100

Ecpabe

1.5

Dcpabe

3

Eida
Dida
Ehash

80

Exor

600

Description
Number of shares
Length of the word (bytes)
Length of the key (bytes)
Size of the original data (words)
DO’s bandwidth (MB/s)
Key-based encryption algorithm’s
encoding rate (MB/s)
Key-based encryption algorithm’s
decoding rate (MB/s)
CP-ABE algorithm’s encoding
rate (MB/s)
CP-ABE algorithm’s decoding
rate (MB/s)
IDA’s splitting rate (MB/s)
(which depends on n)
IDA’s reconstructing rate (MB/s)
(which depends on n)
Hash function’s encoding rate
(MB/s)
Bandwidth of performing ⊕
operations (MB/s)

Let Tsplit represent the time that Algorithm 1
takes to split the original data F into n shares. It
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can be calculated as follows:
Tsplit =

Nw
(N + 1)w 2(N + 1)w
+
+
Ehash
Eaes
Exor
(N + 1)w (N + 1)w
+
+
.
Ehash
Eida

be calculated as follows:

(1)

The time to reconstruct the shares is
Treconstruct =

(N + 1)w (N + 1)w
Nw
+
+
Dida
Ehash
Ehash
(N + 1)w 2(N + 1)w
+
+
.
Eaes
Exor

(2)

Tpublish =Tsplit +

(6)

TRET2

(7)

In the lazy revocation scheme, DO does not need
to revoke the permission immediately, so the time of
revocation is 0. In the complete revocation scheme,
the time of revocation is

(3)

25

(4)

The time for the revocation operation is calculated as follows:
2wk
(N + 1)w/n + 2wk
+
Trevoke =
B
Dcpabe
(N + 1)w
2wk
+
+
nDaes
Eapabe


1 (N + 1)w (N + 1)w/n + 2wk
+
+
n
nEaes
B

n − 1 (N + 1)w (N + 1)w
+
+
n
nB
nEaes

2(N + 1)w/n + 2wk
+
.
B
(5)
Notice that Eqs. (1)–(5) are the corresponding
time consumption to Algorithms 1–5. The size of
ET (K1 + K2 ) is usually larger than that of K1 + K2 ,
but we simply let the size of ET (K1 + K2 ) be 2wk in
Eqs. (3)–(5).
In this evaluation, we compare the eﬃcient revocation scheme with the lazy and complete revocation models. The publishing and retrieving times for
both the lazy and complete revocation schemes can

Latency (s)

Tretrieve

(8)

We assume that the size of the original data F
is 100 MB, the number of shares is 10, and IDA’s
splitting and reconstructing rate is 40 MB/s for each
(i.e., N =13 107 200, n=10, Eida = Dida =40). The
performance comparison among the eﬃcient, lazy,
and complete revocation schemes is shown in Fig. 6.

20

(N + 1)w + 2wk
2wk
=
+
B
Dcpabe
(N + 1)w
+
+ Treconstruct.
nDaes

Nw
wk
N w + wk
,
+
+
Eaes
Ecpabe
B
wk
N w + wk
Nw
+
=
+
.
B
Dcpabe Daes

TPUB2 =

TREV2 = TPUB2 + TRET2 .

Using Tsplit and Treconstruct, we can calculate
the time of publishing and retrieving data as in the
following way:
(N + 1)w
2wk
+
nEaes
Ecpabe
(N + 1)w + 2wk
,
+
B
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Efficient
Lazy
Complete

15
10
5
0

Publish

Retrieve

0
Revoke

Fig. 6 Performance comparison among the eﬃcient,
lazy and complete revocation schemes

This comparison shows that the eﬃcient revocation scheme has achieved a signiﬁcant improvement
over the complete one (It is of no sense to compare
the eﬃcient revocation scheme with the lazy one, because the lazy revocation scheme just bypasses the
revocation operation). However, the eﬃcient revocation scheme consumes more time for publishing
and retrieving data than both the lazy and complete
schemes.
The purpose of adopting the eﬃcient revocation
scheme is to reduce DO’s workload. Supposing DO
needs to enforce x revocation operations on data F
after publishing it to cloud, the amount of time that
DO costs is
Tmanage = Tpublish + xTrevoke .

(9)

Fig. 7 presents how DO’s Tmanage increases with
x under the eﬃcient, lazy, and complete schemes.
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This ﬁgure illustrates that the eﬃcient revocation
scheme is beneﬁcial if and only if the revocation operations occur frequently. In other words, there is a
constant threshold x0 (x0 is an integer) such that the
eﬃcient revocation scheme will perform better than
the complete one if x ≥ x0 . In this assumed scenario,
x0 = 1.

Fig. 7 Amount of time consumed by DO with diﬀerent
x’s

4.2 Measured performance
We measure the experimental performance of
the eﬃcient revocation scheme in a CP-ABE based
cryptographic access control prototype. This prototype is a C++ program running in Linux platform. To implement the cryptographic components,
we have brought in some existing works in the prototype. For example, we use OpenSSL (2012)’s Crypto
library to implement the AES-192 and SHA256 algorithms, employ the CP-ABE toolkit (Bethencourt
et al., 2012) to implement the CP-ABE scheme, and
modify the Jerasure library’s routines (Plank et al.,
2008) to implement the IDA component.
The prototype is composed of two programs:
the manager and the client. DO runs the manager for publishing data and revoking access policies,
and DU runs the client for retrieving the authorized
data. The CP-ABE based cryptographic access control is also enforced in the manager’s program. Both
the manager and client programs are implemented
in single threads for measuring our scheme’s absolute time consumption. These programs are run on
Ubuntu desktop version 10.04 with the kernel version
2.6.32. We use a local Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) (Hadoop, 2012) as the storage servers
in our system. The version of Hadoop is 0.23.1. The
servers’ platform is Ununtu server version 10.04.
Each manager or client machine has a 4-core
R
Intel
CoreTM Q6600 processor running at 2.40
GHz with 8 MB cache and 2 GB RAM. The stor-
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age server consists of three workstations, each havR
R
Xeon
E5506 processor at 2.13
ing a 4-core Intel
GHz with 4 MB cache and 4 GB ECC RAM, and
there are two 1-TB Seagate SATA drives for storage.
Each experimental machine has a 1000-Mbps network interface card, and is connected by a 100-Mbps
Ethernet switch.
We ﬁrst evaluate the storage overhead of our
scheme. Since the sync encryption and dispersal algorithm will not increase data size, we need only to
consider the additional storage for storing encrypting
keys. The size of the symmetric key (e.g., k) is 192
bits. Each ﬁle is attached with a CP-ABE ciphertext
ET (k), and the size of the ciphertext increases with
the size of T . For a typical access tree with hundreds
of nodes, the size of the ciphertext is about tens of
KB. Compared to the data size (MB), the storage
overhead can be ignored.
We measure the performance of publishing data,
retrieving data, and revoking permission under different revocation schemes (including the eﬃcient,
lazy, and complete revocation schemes). The size
of the data changes from 25 to 800 MB. The size of
shares is a constant equal to 5 MB; as a result, the
number of shares changes with N . The measured results are presented in Fig. 8. The measured results of
data publishing and retrieving operations show that
the latency of the eﬃcient revocation scheme is about
1.8 times that of the lazy and complete ones. The
revoking latency of the eﬃcient revocation scheme is
steadily about 2 s, which is much less than that of
the complete scheme.
We also measure the revoking latency of diﬀerent revocation operations of a ﬁxed-size ﬁle by varying the number of shares. The size of the ﬁle is 1 GB,
and the number of shares changes from 10 to 200.
The measured results are shown in Fig. 9, where the
revoking latency of the complete revocation scheme
is also presented for comparison. These results show
that DO can reduce the revoking latency of the eﬃcient revocation scheme by increasing the number of
shares.
The threshold x0 in all the above test cases is
1, which means the eﬃcient revocation scheme will
achieve a better performance than does the complete
scheme when a revocation occurs. If x0 is a real
number, we can calculate the average value, which is
0.462. Therefore, DO will beneﬁt from the eﬃcient
revocation scheme if the probability of performing
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Fig. 8 Measured performances of data publishing (a), retrieving (b), and permission revoking (c)
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Fig. 9 Revoking latency of the eﬃcient revocation
scheme under diﬀerent numbers of shares

revocations is more than 46.2%. Generally speaking,
diﬀerent cryptographic cloud storages have diﬀerent
thresholds, and DO needs to measure such a threshold before making the decision to adopt the eﬃcient
revocation scheme.

5 Conclusions
We presented the ﬁrst revocation scheme which
is eﬃcient, secure, and unassisted. The scheme can
promote the usage of cryptographic cloud storage
by reducing DO’s workload. We described how to
apply the eﬃcient scheme to a CP-ABE based cryptographic access control system, and evaluated its security and performance. The evaluated results show
that the eﬃcient revocation scheme is computationally secure, and its revoking performance is better
than that of the complete scheme if the revocation
occurs frequently. Measured performance shows that
DO will beneﬁt from the eﬃcient revocation scheme
if the average number of revocations is greater than
0.462. In summary, the eﬃcient revocation scheme
provides an optimal tradeoﬀ in terms of security and
eﬃciency.
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